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Share your experience about online Math learning.
Made with magic
SHALINI CHAUHAN JUN 03, 2020 11:33AM

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:46PM

like Maths as the interaction would be less but I was wrong...The interaction is very good...In
Maths I am understanding each and every concept very well and I would like to thank my
Maths teacher Shalini Ma’am for this.....
Thank you Shalini Ma’am...
And also don’t worry we will get through Covid together...
Have a nice day :)

Woww it's awesome collection.
Deepak Bhange

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:48PM

Medhansh Bakshi
Ma'am it would have been so hard if you weren't our teacher, this all is new for us and at rst
i thought that it would be really bad experience as we were communicating by phone but i
was wrong you made it easier for us,Thank you ma'am.

Yes.... we will get through this. ― SHALINI CHAUHAN
Thankyou :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

Welcome dear :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN
ANONYMOUS JUN 05, 2020 05:16AM

Saisanjana Patro

ANONYMOUS JUN 04, 2020 01:52PM

Online Classes of Math
First of all I would like to thank my Math teacher to teach us in such dif cult times.Math is my
favourite subject.It is my rst experience of learning Math online.Me and my classmates have
progressed in Mathematical skills since our classes have started.It is easier to learn when
Shalini Ma'am teaches us.It is very fun to learn Maths.I love Math and Math is so eeeaaasy.

Ma'am I am so happy with the online classes. When I am with you and my friends at online I
feel like I am studying at school. You, my friends and I do fun in class time which creates more
interest within me. I am lucky because I have got you as my teacher. You are so sweet and
excellent.
Thankyou dear :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

Nilesh Munshi
Lovely :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:47PM

EKANSH JAIN 9A
When Covid started I thought that I would get bored at home...But then our school started
doing online classes...They are so much fun...I thought that I would not understand subjects

ANONYMOUS JUN 04, 2020 11:44AM

Samridhi 6-A
I am very thankful to you for teaching us.I feel so comfortable in class and loves every topic
taught by you.Thank you for the role you play in shaping us into young adult,extra pushing and
encouragement.Being a teacher takes a lots of hard work.I feel so blessed to have teacher like
you.

Keep learning :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

Lovely :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:48PM

ANONYMOUS JUN 04, 2020 06:00AM

Anannya

Aishwarya

I have good experience in online classes in all subjects it's new for me but are math teachers

Apart from all the classes math has always been a very special time because of Shalini mam

shalini ma'am make us comfortable I really enjoyed till now and till end we have fun sometimes
in are period I really enjoyed it thank you are respected teachers

for her inovative
Idea thank you mam

😍

Thankyou :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

Thanks dear :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:47PM

ANONYMOUS JUN 04, 2020 05:36AM

Math is the best from kanav sharma

Aishwarya.j 8A

Math is my strongest subject and I also i can do very well work for this all help I would like to
say math easy to understand and everyone should work hard to get better marks marks does
not really matter what matters is you studied hard and did well everyone improve everyday.

In this pandemic of covid19 I thought we won't be
Able to study but ,but just because we have started online classes it is much more easier so I
would like to thank

From kanav sharma stage 7

Our school and Shalini mam to create such an easy study
Platform for us thank you everyone
Happy to know about your strongest subject :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN
Thankyou Aishwarya :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:47PM

Math is fun from hetal

ANONYMOUS JUN 04, 2020 05:27AM

Math, math is a subject that is also involved in your life for example - you go to cycle and then
you measure how much you cycled through so technically u measure so you measure how
much u cycled and that involves math so a girl for example from nursery she knows how to

I am feeling very nice and while I am studying I feel that I am studying in my school. My
teacher Shalini ma'am is sometime asking questions in chats and telling to give answer fast
which creates interest within me.

solve very hard questions of math so we call him/her gifted as math is hard and it’s important
so we call them GIFTED.
Good to see that you can relate it to daily life :) ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

Lovely! ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

ANONYMOUS JUN 06, 2020 03:49PM

It’s Fantastic!
RUHAAN JUN 04, 2020 06:11AM

Nice! ― SHALINI CHAUHAN

It's an all new experience and I feel happy to have been working on such a platform. It feels
like one to one session and I love it

※※※※※※

